
According to the Construction Industry Institute, Owners, EPC firms, and Contractors
regularly realize performance and safety benefits of Advanced Work Packaging (AWP),
with savings up to 10% of the project’s Total Installed Cost and productivity increases up
to 25% in the field. The greater the AWP maturity on a project the greater the benefits.
Successful organizations understand that in order to fully implement AWP, you have to
start from the very beginning of the project.

ONPlan™
Setup Your AWP implementation for
success by beginning with the end in mind  

ONPlan™ provides value by making AWP

setup easy, scalable, repeatable, and

consistent. 

AWP Master Index
Maintain a master list of every work
package, its key data and associations to
other packages in a purpose-built tool

Labor Management  
Manage and group scope for bidding and
contract award using contracting best
practices

Interactive Planning Session Management   
Follow best practices with representation
from all stakeholders

AWP Best Practices  
Define AWP best practices to adopt on
your project by selecting them from a
pre-configured library  

Schedule 
a demonstration of 

ONPlan™
 info@o3.solutions

www.o3.solutions/onplan

Why It's Needed

What's Included

AWP Health & Adoption Metrics 
Automate the process of measuring the
health and adoption of selected best
practices

Full AWP Requires Planning in Advance
Achieving the full benefits of AWP requires commitment
to delivering the AWP process from the very beginning of
the project. Many Owners mistakenly view AWP as being
something that the Contractor needs to do.

Lack of Visibility 
Measuring process can be difficult, especially when the
outcomes of that process have rear-facing, lagging
indicators that are not apparent until the damage is done.

One-off Solutions
Professional services organizations have developed
Excel or Access-based solutions that cannot scale. 

Path of Construction Development 
Define and track development and
sequencing of Construction Work Areas
(CWAs) and Construction Work Packages
(CWPs)    


